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Wedged between the Western Ghat and the Arabian Sea in the southern tip of India, Kerala is a
destination of lifetime. The state boasts a timeless beauty, and is thronged by millions of tourists
from India and abroad. Palm fringed beaches in Kovalam and Varkala, dense forests of Thekkady,
high-elevated hills of Munnar, and majestic backwaters of Kurakoram; such a great geographical
diversity within this small terrain is a wonder in itself. Besides this, cultural variations and pleasant
atmosphere make Kerala one of the most sought after holiday destination in India.

If youâ€™re planning for a Kerala holiday tour, itâ€™s important to plan it properly and well ahead, so as to
have a pleasant experience in this wonderful natural adobe. Today, a variety of Kerala holiday
packages are available which are considered the key to a successful and fun-filled holiday.
However, you must decide your requirements and budget ahead of searching for a tour package.
Make a list of the places you want to visit, and decide how much you could spend on your holiday.
Furthermore, here are some travel tips that can help you plan your Kerala tour perfectly.

Tips for Kerala Tour

1.Kerala boasts warm tropical climate all through the year. So, while packing your bags keep cotton
outfits, a hat, a sunglass, and sun screen lotion with you. However, hill stations in the state get cold
so you would better carrying warm cloths too. 

2.Reserve your accommodation well in advance. All holiday spots in Kerala offer quality
accommodation in various price ranges. You can search through Internet to find your suitable
accommodation deal.

3.Kerala is well connected through air, rail and bus network. Once you reach your desired
destination, you can either use bus service or can hire a taxi to get around the region. Most of the
Kerala tourist places donâ€™t have expensive entry fee and you may also not have to be in long queues
to get them.

4.Tourists can take as much money as they could during their tour to Kerala. Foreigners can get
their money exchanged from authorized centers available all through the state. Almost all major
cities have 24hr ATM centers. Credit cards are accepted by large hotels and restaurants, but most
of shops and small hotels accept cash only.

Kerala holiday packages offer excellent opportunity for shoppers and food lovers to explore more
and more in this wonderful place. Kerala is famous for handlooms, spices, souvenirs and a wide
range of artifacts. Food in Kerala is truly delicious. You can find quality restaurants offering a variety
of cuisines like Continental Chinese, Indian and typical Kerala food almost everywhere in the state.
Street shops and local markets are major source for shopping, so donâ€™t hesitate in bargaining.    

5.Kerala is a heaven for honeymooners. Places like Kannur, Kottayam, Kolam, Kozhikode and
Kottaya are the most preferred destinations to plan your holiday in Kerala. Online availability of
Kerala honeymoon packages makes it easy for newlyweds to plan their romantic getaway perfectly.

6.Keep in mind that Kerala people are quite sensitive about mortality. Nudity is nowhere allowed in
the state.       
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Ajay Kumar - About Author:
Hungry Bags is a reliable source to get a Kerala tour packages and a Kerala honeymoon packages
at high discounted rates. Enjoy your a honeymoon in Kerala.
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